Role of Ultrasonography in Detecting the Localisation of the Nasoenteric Tube
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Introduction

Enteral feeding may be maintained via the nasogastric tube (NGT) or nasoenteric tube (NET) for patients in the intensive care unit who are incapable of oral feeding (1-5).

There are many techniques for NET placement, such as blind bedside technique, air insufflation technique, metoclopramide and erythromycin treatment for motility stimulation, observing electromyography (EMG) signals and electromagnetic signals. The first-applied and best-known method is the blind NET application. The success rates of the application vary significantly by the clinic (6-13). In addition, the classic endoscopy can be placed with transnasal endoscopy or fluoroscopy; however, it requires the equipment and trained personnel (14-16).

In association with the NET inserted for enteral feeding, some complications such as oesophagus, gastric and duodenal perforation; epistaxis; sinusitis; otitis media; and tracheobronchial trauma have been reported (3-6, 17, 18). The incorrect localisation of the NET and reflux-associated pulmonary aspiration is an important complication. It is important to determine the localisation of the distal end after the installation of the NET to avoid the complications (3-6).

The NET can be auscultated over the stomach by aerating after the placement; however, auscultation was shown to not be sufficiently safe due to the reverberation of sound in pulmonary-localised tube cases. The examination of the liquid withdrawn from the NET end may not always provide accurate results due to the antihistaminic medications used by patients (2-5).

Presently, ultrasonography (USG) has an extensive usage in intensive care units for both interventional medical practice and the examination of the thorax and abdomen. Detecting the location of the NET using abdominal radiography before starting enteral feeding is recommended in the current guidelines (2-5).
The detection of the position of the NET can be conducted by radiologists or experienced staff of the intensive care unit with a bedside USG, which is a noninvasive and radiation-free technique.

The aim of this study was to show the usability of the bedside USG for detecting the location of the NET in the intensive care unit patients as an alternative to abdominal radiography.

**Methods**

After obtaining approval of the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of Erciyes University (21.03.2014 Decision No. 2014/186), the patients having the indication of NET placement in the Intensive Care for Adults, Ahi Evran University Education and Research Hospital were included in the study for enteral feeding. Written informed consent was obtained from the parents of the patients who participated in this study.

Nasoenteric tubes were installed by the same anaesthesiologist using the blind bedside method. No motive drug was used. The polyurethane was lubricated by applying the gel outside the weightless 8F NET (Bexen, Spain) and inside the guide wire and entered via the open nostril. After detection of the xiphoid distance between the mouth and the antitragus, the NET was advanced at least along this distance, and subsequently after hearing the voice on auscultation by aeraating from the tube, it was advanced an additional 20–30 cm. The guide wire in the NET was extracted. Its location between the auscultation and the abdomen was confirmed by aeraating from the catheter lumen. Thereafter, it was assessed simultaneously by the same two radiologists if the NET in the patient set to the supine position again with the aid of M5 portable USG (Mindray, PRC) device, 3.5 MHz convex probe and 7.5 MHz linear probe. The antroypyloric area was detected on the head of the pancreas and choledochus. It was assessed in the axial, oblique axial and sagittal plane. The double linear echogenic foci (rail-like lines) having continuity in was based for the catheter detection in the antroypyloric area. It was confirmed by real-time examination if a double linear echogenic focus is bound up to the catheter by giving 5 mL saline solutions to the NET lumen. The localisation of the NET in all patients was confirmed using abdominal radiography. The rate at which the NETs passed to the post pyloric area during the first placement and incorrect placements were recorded; the results were compared with that of abdominal radiography.

**Results**

In our study, the age of patients varied between 16 and 88 years, and the average age was 74.02±16.1 years. Seventeen patients were males and 17 females. Demographic data of the patients and their numbers by the reason for hospitalisation in intensive care are provided in Table 1. The NET was placed into 34 patients in our study using the blind bedside method. No NET was observed in antroypyloric zone in USGs of 22 patients. It was detected in USG that these 22 patients had tubes in their stomachs. They were confirmed to be in the

| Table 1. Distribution of patients by their demographic data and reasons for hospitalisation in intensive care |
| Age average, years | 74.02±16.1 |
| Gender (male/female) | 17/17 |
| Distribution of patients by diseases | Number |
| Cerebrovascular disease | 10 |
| Chronic obstructive disease and pneumonia | 8 |
| Traumatic intracranial bleeding | 5 |
| Renal failure | 5 |
| Heart failure | 2 |
| Sepsis | 2 |
| Liver failure | 1 |
| Status epilepticus | 1 |
stomach in control graphs (Figure 1). It was detected that 11 of NETs we inserted were post pyloric with USG. Post pyloric NET USG images are provided in Figures 2 and 3. Although NET localisation could not be visualised post pyloric with USG in only one patient, it was found to be located post pylorically. The success rate of inserting the NET using the blind bedside method was 35%, and the rate of imaging post pyloric using USG was 91.6%. When all cases were considered, catheter localisation was detected correct with USG by 97% (33 in 34 patients).

Discussion

Despite the fact that the well-known and preferred method is the blind bedside method, some techniques have been defined for the placement of the NET. Success rates with NET insertion are evaluated according to the post pyloric passage. The success rate of the blinding method is less compared to others. In literature, the blinding method success rates vary between 15% and 67% depending on the tube type (weighted-weightless) and use or nonuse of motility-enhancing medicine (6-8, 18, 19). In our study, we used weightless tubes and did not use motility-enhancing medicine considering the use of medications by patients in large quantities.

In the study by Hernandez-Socorro et al. (8) in which the NET was inserted accompanied with sonography, post pyloric insertion success rate was 84.6% in the USG group and 25.7% in the blinding technique group. The real-time examination during NET insertion was not performed in our study. We performed the examination on the same day following NET insertion. The success rate of the blinding technique was 35% in our study and is similar to that reported in literature.

Although there are some studies indicating that the auscultation, the following of pH, and colorimetric capnometry are successful techniques for detecting NET location, there are some restrictions (20-22).

Thus, the primarily preferred method for detecting localisation of NGT or NET is a standing direct abdominal radiograph. Endoscopy, fluoroscopy and USG are used for detecting localisation during or following insertion of the NET. The patient and intensive care personnel are subject to X-ray in bedside radiography and fluoroscopy implementation. Endoscopic implementation is not always practical and easily accessible method since it requires experienced personnel and equipment (23). USG is a practical method that does not involve X-ray and is cheap, easily accessible and repeatable. Moreover, it is more advantageous for real-time imaging compared to the USG radiography. USG must be preferred primarily since pregnant women and children are more sensitive to radiation. It is the disadvantage of sonography that obesity and abdomen gas distension limit imaging.

In our study, USG examination was performed after NET insertion and prior to radiography. Double linear echogenic view that extended to the post pyloric area and displayed continuity in the antropyloric area was evaluated as catheter. In a study that used USG for detecting NGT localisation, USG sensitivity was 97% (24). In our study, USG was found successful at a rate of 97% in detecting catheter localisation when all cases were considered. The rate of post pyloric imaging was 91.6%. One of 12 catheters extending to the post pyloric area could not be detected using ultrasound due to intensive gas distension in the patient. It was seen that the NET was located in the post pyloric area in radiography. In detecting localisation, the success rate with USG was close to that of radiography and complied with the literature. Radiography may be preferred in abdomen gas and obesity phenomena in which the antropyloric area cannot be visualised sufficiently.

The USG and X-ray techniques for detecting the location of the NGT tube was compared in a study by Kim et al. (25) they found high detection rates with USG, as in our study.
No study regarding the USG technique for detecting the NET location has been found in the literature.

**Study limitations**

The planned case numbers could not be reached because of repair in the intensive care unit during the ethical board approval of the study. Therefore, this study can be considered a preliminary observational study. The blind bedside technique for the placement of NET is another limitation of this study. The placement rate is low in our study as in other studies in the literature using this technique. The objective of this study was to verify the placement of the NET at the bedside by the staff of intensive care units. The staff of the intensive care unit was experienced regarding the usage of USG for interventional medical practice and imaging of the thorax. However, they were inexperienced regarding abdominal USG. Hence, two radiologists were included to provide abdominal USG training support.

**Conclusion**

The detection of the NET location using USG requires appropriate training and experience. Detecting the location of NGT and NET tubes through bedside USG can be achieved by the intensive care unit staff after an education period of abdominal USG.

We concluded that USG is a non-invasive method that has no risk for radiation, a reliable option to detect NET localisation, and can be used bedside practically. Studies that are more comprehensive should be conducted to evaluate the success rate of USG, excluding the status, such as obesity and distension, which limit the usage of USG.
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